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And the Children Shall Lead Them
Part II
The current is now so swift that no one can cling onto the banks of the river ~ it
is rather a time to trust the flow. You will soon look back upon these times and
proclaim to the heavens, “Thank you for opening the eyes of my heart so I can
see God in everyone and know that all human beings are truly Divine.” This is
your time to walk as living masters and to remember why you are here.
Lady Master Mary Magdalene

If you felt early on in your life that you came from another planet or star system,
feel how wonderful it would have been to have family, friends and teachers
support your uniqueness and applaud your gifts rather than expect you to be like
everyone else. This is what many children are looking for during these times. For
both children and adults to create the new Golden Age, they must see the world
with unveiled eyes and live with an unshielded heart.
When one’s vision is unclouded by what has gone before, they can move with
greater ease into the glorious unknown. In the vastness of that Light, the
wayshowers for the new Golden Age are being invited to focus their energy on
creating a world where there is no fear or any sense of separation. This requires
giving no support to the dire prophecies which always resurface at the beginning of
a new age.
Those of you who are living in some degree of Unity Consciousness are being
invited to help the children remember that they are here to create new ways of
being on Earth. They need to be supported in being the wayshowers for their
generation and possibly the next. Some of the children are in the midst of
transforming their limiting ancestral encoding; some are looking for their higher
purpose in being here; some are wondering why they choose to be in a place where
there is still so much chaos; and some have never been on Earth before.
These are the ones who often feel that they must armor their hearts in order to
sustain their original Divine encoding from Source. The Golden Age Children
Course for Parents and Teachers shows how to sustain the integrity of the heart’s
special frequencies without having to shield it from outside influences. It also gives
ways to keep the cells and the etheric energies in and around the body aligned with
their highest encoding. It is very important that these children avoid violent and
super tense action films and that they not be encouraged to engage in video games
that support war. Until they build a strong sphere around their body for
maintaining their optimal vibrational frequencies, their cells and their DNA will
simply absorb the environment in which they are placed. Very few children learned
how to discern what is really good for them, so teaching them to want to develop
discernment is also a part of this Golden Age Children Course for Parents and
Teachers.

Many of us on the Ascended and Angelic dimensions were with the children when
they passionately declared their profound desires to support humanity’s graduation
into her new Golden Age. Their choices were based on their heart-felt desire to
assist people in remembering who they are and why they are here. The answers to
these questions are more important now than ever before. The adults who have
lived many lives on Earth chose to be here based on their deep desire to ascend
into a higher dimension of consciousness. They chose to facilitate their own
ascension by witnessing any sabotaging, fear-based patterns they may still have in
their 3rd dimensional matrix.
When your compassion for yourself and all living beings expands, it signals those
within the Ascended realms that you are ready to observe any crystallized thoughts
and feelings you may still be holding within and around your body. Much of your
present day wisdom has actually been created out of your so-called hardships.
Snapshots of major, life-changing events in your lives are now being revealed to
your soul on the inner planes so the heavenly hosts in their Divine Grace can assist
you in neutralizing any charge you may still be holding around some of your
memories. When you are willing to observe the positive side of all of your life
experiences, you automatically start transforming any so-called negative memories
into the wisdom you have gained from every situation.
We in the Ascended realms are stimulating your capacity to view your patterns
with the compassionate eyes of your Presence. Your memories are essentially
compilations of all of the beliefs, thoughts and feelings you have accumulated over
many centuries. This is easy for the Masters to review with your Presence because
the energy contained in your memories naturally organizes itself according to its
vibrational resonance. You can do your part in transforming these energies by
paying close attention to when you are giving undue importance to certain events,
thoughts or feelings.
A soul review usually takes place after one makes their transition and in a very real
sense, you are transitioning from one world to another right now. You and the
children who are with you at this time are all making choices that are determining
the future of humankind.

To assist you and the children to make the highest wisest choices at this pivotal
moment for you and all of humanity, we have created the Golden Age Children
Course for Parents and Teachers as well as the Golden Age Children Teachers
Certification Course. We invite you to join us and consciously co-create your life
to be part of the new Golden Age of Freedom.
***
To learn more about the Golden Age Children Course created by the Masters, go
to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click on the menu:
* Golden Age Children Course for Parents & Teachers
* Golden Age Children Teachers Certification Training June 23-26th in the
paradise energy of Maui, Hawaii! Contact us at 808-573-3280 for details.
“Walk the Earth as a Living Master” is available as an Online Course. To learn
how you can work personally with the Masters to achieve your own mastery,
go to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com & click on Mastery I from the
menu.
The Courses at www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com have been designed by
the Ascended Masters to assist you in embodying the Presence and living in
freedom and abundance.
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living Master are offered by the Unveiled
Mystery School of the Ascended Masters, created by the Masters to assist humanity
in living their mastery. The receivers of the Masters’ transmissions, facilitators of
the Courses and coordinators of the school are Kamala Everett and Sharon Rose.
Kamala is the author of “Heart Initiation: Preparing for Conscious Ascension” and
has been receiving transmissions from the Masters for over 35 years. Sharon has
been in communication with the Masters for over 30 years and has written more
than a dozen spiritual books.
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